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ABSTRACT. We prove that if c(j, k) —» 0 as max(|y|, |fc|) —► oo and

oo oo

y^ y^ \A11C(j,k)\ < oo,

j=—oo k = — oo

then the series J^°^._ T\ _ c(j,k)ei^x+kv^ converges both pointwise for

every (x,y) € (T\{0})2 and in the LP(T2)-metric for 0 < p < 1, where T is

the one-dimensional torus. Both convergence statements remain valid for the

three conjugate series under these same coefficient conditions.

1. Introduction.  We will consider double trigonometric series of the form

oo oo

(1.1) £    Yl c(j\kVUx+hy)
j= — oo k= — oo

where {c(j, k): — oo < j, k < oo} is a null sequence of complex numbers. Here and

in the sequel,

(x,y) ET2 := {(x,y) E R2 : 0 < x, y < 2tt}

the two-dimensional torus, whereas T := {x E R: 0 < x < 2ir}.

The pointwise convergence of series (1.1) is usually defined in Pringsheim's sense

(see, e.g. [5, Vol. 2, Chapter 17]). This means that we form the symmetric partial

sums
M N

smn(x,V):=   J2     E   c(j,k)e'^+^        (M,N>0)
j=-M k=-N

and then let both M and N tend to oo, independently of one another, and assign

the limit f(x,y) (if it exists) to series (1.1) as its sum.

Following Hardy [1], series (1.1) is said to be regularly convergent if

(i) it converges in Pringsheim's sense, and

(ii) the single series
oo

J2   c(j,k)e'^x+ky^
j= — oo
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converges for each fixed value of k, and the single series

Y   c(j, k)el^x+kyî

fc=—CO

converges for each fixed value of /.

As is known, if (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then the sum f(x,y) of series (1.1) can

be computed in the way of iterated summations, too:

/>,»)= Y
] = -C

CO

= £

fc= — CO

Y c(j,k)e^x+kyl

=—CO

CO

Y c(j,k)e^x+kyS>

3 = -oo

The notion of regular convergence was rediscovered in [2] where it was defined by

the following equivalent condition (and called "convergence in a restricted sense"):

the sums

J2 Y      c(j,k)e^x+^^0
M!<\j\<M2 Ni<\k\<N2

as max (Mi,Ni) —► oo, independently of the choices of M2 and N2 where 0 <

Mi < M2 and 0 < 2Vj < N2.

Now we introduce an even stronger notion of convergence, we may call it strongly

regular convergence, which requires that the sums (with Mi < M2 and Ar1 < N2)

(1.2)

M2       N2

s{Q;x,y):=Y   £ c^' Wl'x+ky) - 0

j = Mi k=N1

in each of the following limiting cases:

(i)    Mi —» oo, while M2,Ni, and A^ are arbitrary.

(ii)    M2 —♦ —00, while Mi,Ni, and A^2 are arbitrary,

(iii)    A'^i —► 00, while N2,Mi, and M2 are arbitrary,

(iv)    A^2 —» —00, while Ni,Mi, and M2 are arbitrary.

Here and in the sequel, Q denotes the set of the lattice points of the plane contained

in the rectangle {{j, k) : Mi < j < M2 and 2Vi < k < N2}.

After these convergence notions, we repeat the definitions of the three conjugate

series to (1.1):

(1.4)

(conjugate with respect to x),

(1.5)

(conjugate with respect to y),

Y     Y  (-tsgnj)c(j,k)e^x+ky)
j= — oo k= — oo

Y     Y (isgnk)c(j,k)e^x+^
j=—oo k=—00
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(1.6) Y     Y  (-isgnj)(-isgnk)c(j,k)e^x+kyï

j=—oo k=—oo

(conjugate with respect to x and y).

If series (1.4)-(1.6) converge in Pringsheim's sense, then their sums are denoted

by f^'°\x,y), f(0,1\x,y), and f^'^ixjy), respectively, and are called the corre-

sponding conjugate functions to f(x,y) (see, e.g., [3]).

2. Main results. Let {c(j, k): — oo < j,k < oo} be a double sequence. We

remind the reader that its differences are defined by

Aioc(i, k) = c(j, k) - c{j + 1, k),

A0ic(i, k) = c(j, k) - c(j, k + 1),

&nc(j, k) = c(j, k) - c(j + l,k)- c(j, k + l)+ c(j + l,k + 1),

and {c(j, k)} is said to be of bounded variation if

(2.1) c»:= £ £ iaiic(j.*)i<
j=—oo fc= —oo

CO.

We will prove the following convergence statements.

THEOREM.   Let {c(j,k):   — oo < j, k < oo} be a double sequence of complex

numbers that is of bounded variation and such that

(2.2) c(j\k) —>0     as max(|y|, \k[) —► oo.

Then series (1.1)

(i) converges pointwise in the strongly regular sense to some function f(x, y) for

every (x,y)E(T\{0})2;

(ii) converges in the LP(T2)-metric to f for every 0 < p < 1:

(2.3)

M2       N2

Y   Y c(j,k)e^x+k^-f(x,y)
j = M1 fc=iV!

as M2,N2 -* oo and Mi,Ni —► -oo. In particular, we have f E LP(T2) for every

0<p< 1.

(iii) Analogous conclusions can be drawn for the conjugate series (1.4)-(1.6) and

the corresponding conjugate functions f^'°\ f^0'1^, f^'l\ respectively.

Here and in the sequel, || • ||p denotes the LP(T2)-norm defined by

[/•27T      r2TT

Jo    Jo    \g(x,y)\pdxdy
1/p

Our Theorem can be considered the extension of a theorem of Uljanov [4] from

single to double trigonometric series.
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3. Auxiliary results. We present two lemmas.

LEMMA 1.   If{c{j,k)} satisfies conditions (2.1) and (2.2), then for every k,

oo

(3.1) Y   \^ioc(j,k)\<Cn(<cx>),
j=-oo

oo

(3.2) Y   lAioc(i, k)\ -> 0    as \k\ -> oo,
J = -0O

(3.3) sup Y  |Aioc(j,Jfc)|-*0    aa M -» oo.
*   |i|>M

We note that analogous statements are available for the series ^fclL-oo \^0lcU> ^)l

under the same conditions.

Proof. By (2.2),
oo

Aioc(j,k0)= Y Auc(y,rc),
k=k0

whence

oo oo oo

(3.4) Y   \*ioc(J,k0)\<   Y   £ |Aiic(y,fc)|
j=—oo j=—oo fc=fco

and (3.1) follows.

Again by (2.2),

ko-l

Aioc(j',fc0) = -   ^   Anc(j,k),
k= — oo

whence

oo oo       fco — 1

(3.5) Y   |Aioc(i,fco)|<   £     53   |A„c(y,ft)|.
J = —OO J = —oo fc = —oo

Clearly (3.2) follows from (2.1), (3.4), and (3.5).

Finally, (3.3) is a consequence of {3.2) (applied for large values of |fc|) and (3.1)

(applied for small values of |fc|).

LEMMA 2.   If {c{j,k)} satisfies conditions (2.1) and (2.2), then the sequences

Í(i)    {(-isgnj)c(j,k)},
(ii)    {(-isgnk)c(j,k)},

(iii)     {(-isgnj)(-isgnk)c(j,k)}

also satisfy these same conditions.
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PROOF. It suffices to prove (i), since (ii) is a symmetric counterpart of (i),

while (iii) follows from a repeated application of (i) and (ii). In the case of (i), the

fulfillment of (2.2) is obvious. Inequality (2.1) follows from Lemma 1:

oo oo

£    £   |Aii[(-iagnj)c(j\*)]l
J— — 00 k= — oo

i—2 oo oo       oo

£ £ +£ £ |iauco\*)i
j=—oo k=—oo     j=lk=—oo J

oo oo

+   Y   |Aoic(-l,*)|+   Y   |Aoie(l,*)|.
k= — oo k=—oo

4. Proof of the Theorem.  We will use the notation w(x) = 1 — e  lx. Then

(4.1) |w(x) | = 2 sin ^    for 0 < x < 2w
Li

and

w{x)w{y) = 1 - e~ix - e~iy + el(x+y\

Part 1: Pointwise convergence. Performing an "Abel transformation-like" rear-

rangement yields, for any Mi < M2 and 2Vi < N2,

M2       N2

(4.2) w{x)w{y) Y   £ cij,k)e^x+^

j=M, k=Ni

M2-l       N2-l

=    Y       £    Auc(i,*)e^+k^
j=Mi-l fc=AT,-l

M2-l

+    Y    ^ioc(j,N2)e^x+N^

j = Mi-l

M2-l

-   Y  ¿locü^i-iy^+^-w
j=M1-l

N2-l

+  Y  &oic(M2,ky(M*x+ky)

k=Ni-l

N2-l

-    Y    &oic(Mi-l,k)ei{{Ml-1)x+ky)

k=Ni-l

+ c(M2,N2y(M*x+N*y\
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Hence, using (4.1) and notation (1.2),

\s(Q;x,y)\<
4 sin | sin ^

'    M 2 -1        N2 -1

Y   Y iA"c^fc)i
,j'=Ml-l fc=JV,-l

M2-l

j=Ml-l

N2-l

fc = JV,-l

|A10c(y,Ar2)| + |AiocÜ,iVi-l)|

lAoictAiz.^l + IAoictM! -1,*)| + \c(M2,N2)\

Making use of Lemma 1, we can see that each term in the braces on the right-

hand side tends to zero as any one of the limiting cases (i)-(iv) in (1.3) is realized.

Thus, the sum f(x,y) of series (1.1) certainly exists for all 0 < x,y < 2-k.

Part 2: LP(T2)-convergence. It is plain that

(4.3) \¡(x,y) -s(Q;x,y)\ <

M\ — 1      oo

Y    £  c(3,k)ei^x+k"1

j= — oo k= — oo

oo oo

Y      £   c(j,k)e^x+k^

j — M2 + l k— — oo

M2     N,-l

Y    £   <J,k)eiUx+kv)

j=M\ k= — oo

Mi oo

£  £ «ü>*)<

i(jx+ky)

j = Mi k=N2 + l

Z-f,       Z-»2       -¿-^3       ̂ —-'4

Similarly to (4.2), for any M > M2 and N > 0,

say.

M JV

(4.4) w(x)w(y)    Y      Y  cti'k)eÍUx+kv)

j = M2 + l k=-N

M-l       JV-1 M-l

=   Y      £     &iic(J^yUx+kv) +  £  Aioc(i,JV)e,'(j'ï+JV|')

j=M2 k=-N-i j=M2

M-l

-  Y ^ioc(j,-N-l)ei^x-^N+1^)

j = M2

N-l

+     Y     &oic(M,k)el(-Mx+kvî

k=-N-l

N-l

-     Y     &0ic(M2,k)ei(-M*x+kv) + c(M,N)ei(-Mx+N y)
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Letting M, N —> oo, by Lemma 1 we get that

639

CO oo

W(x)w(y)    Y      £   cU,k)<tU*+i*)
j=M2 + l fc= —oo

oo oo

=  Y    £   Anc(j,*)«*«■+*»)-   Y   &oic(M2,k)e«M*x+kyl
j=M2 fc= —oo k~ — oo

Hence

E,s
OO OO

2 - |w(x)w(2/)|

By (4.1), for 0 < p < 1,

1

Y      Y   |Ancíj,A)|+   Y   |Aoic(M2,*)|

(4.5)
w(x)w(y)

j = M2 + l k= — oo

[/•2-1T      rl-K

Jo    Jo

k= — oo

dxdy

4P sinp f sinp \ j

i/p

< 00.

So, by (2.1) and the counterpart of (3.2) (when the roles of j and k are inter-

changed), we obtain that

(4.6) ||£2|   ^°    asM2-+oo.

In a similar way, we can deduce that

(4.7) ||V I    -"0    as Mi -* -oo.

Estimating £^4, let N > 2V2. Then, following the pattern occurring in (4.2),

M2 JV

(4.8) w{x)w{y) Y     £    c{j,k)e'Ux+ky)

j = M, k=N2 + l

M2-l     N-l

= £  £ &iMj,i<vUx+ky)
j=Mi-l k=N2

AÍ2-1

+    Y    ¿ioc(j,N)e^x+Ny)

} = M1-l

AÍ2-1

- Y    &ioc(j,N2)e^x+N^

j=M¡-l

N-l

+ Y ^oic(M2,k)el^x+^

k=N2

N-l

- Y ^oic(Mi-l,k)eli{Ml-1]x+ky)+c(M2,N)eliM2X+Ny).

k=N2
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Letting N —► oo, by Lemma 1,

M2 oo M2 — 1       oo

w(x)w(y)Y     £    c(j,k)e^x+kyï =     Y     £ AllC(¿*)ei(j'I+*I')

j=Mt k=N2 + l j=M,-lk=N2

AÍ2-1

-    Y    ^ioc(j,N2)e^x+N^

j = Mi-l

co

+ Y A0ic(M2,A;)e¿(M2a:+^

k=N2

oo

- Y &oic{Mi-l,k)el«M^x+ky).

k=N2

Hence

f    M2-l        oo M2-l

£4^R»ÏÏ       E     £ |AucO-,fc)|.+    £    |AlocO-,/V2)|
I     V   I     \y>\    yj=Mi-lk=N2 j=Mi-l

oo oo "j

+ Y |Aoic(M2,*)|+ Y lAoïciAfi-LAOll.
k=N2 k=N2 )

By (2.1), (3.2), and its counterpart, we get that

(4.9) IIV ||   ->0    as N2 -+ co.
v       ; ll^-'4llp

A similar argument gives that

(4.10) \\Y II   ^0   as Ni -*-oo.

Combining (4.3), (4.6), (4.7), (4.9), and (4.10) yields (2.3).
Part 3:  Convergence of the conjugate series. This immediately follows from (i)

and (ii) of the Theorem, via Lemma 2.
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